Important: Read instructions completely before assembling. Keep these instructions for future reference.

WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS PRODUCT.

This product conforms to ASTM F963. This product is made with flame resistant fabric. **It is not fire proof.** The fabric may burn if left in continuous contact with any flame source.

Caution: Keep small parts and plastic bags out of children’s reach during and after assembly.
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Assembly Instructions

Carefully uncoil the tunnel frame. Be sure to hold them away from your face and others. Insert the white rod into the fabric sleeve on the roof of the tunnel.

Attach the velcro tab loop side onto the hook side to fix the white rod inside the fabric sleeve.

Put the tunnel bottom velcro strap through the loop at the mat bottom.

Attach the velcro tab back to the tunnel bottom velcro loop side.

Folding Instructions

Remove the white rod from the tunnel.

Pull sides together allowing frame to form a coil.

Folding your right hand under your left hand will form the third loop.

Compact three loops together. Insert coiled frame and mat into bag.